
HERITAGE
JEWELLERY COLLECTION

9-9904X

Very feminine 
cushion cut Jacaranda 

cubic zirconia hand 
set in solid 9ct gold.

“Jacaranda” $465

14-8024X

9ct yellow gold handset
with a created emerald. 

Highlighted with 
precious white rhodium.

“Circles” $595

12-9367X

Vintage inspired Gypsy band hand set 
with colour matched natural rubies  

accented with precious white 
rhodium

“Gypsy” $440

19-9200X

Opulent and luxurious, this 
adjustable band of 9ct gold 
is  beautifully crafted.
“Balance” $960

10-9604X

Five stunning rows of 
brilliant cut diamonds 

carefully handset in lavish 
9ct gold.

“Desire” -  $1,399

WITH A UNIQUE 25 YEAR 
QUALITY WRITTEN 

GUARANTEE

2014 edition
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Rhodium is a precious white metal which is applied  over yellow gold to achieve a two tone 
look. Rhodium is a thin layer that may need to be refreshed in time. 

19-9342X

19-9482X

10-9756X

10-9071X

10-9335X 19-9380X

Our 9ct diamond set trilogy ring fits 
most solitaire styles. Designed to 
accent and protect solitaire styles 
Also available in white or rose gold.

Stunning! 9ct gold cascade band is 
handset with five .05ct  brilliant 
cut diamonds plait style ring.

“Forever” $799

Beautifully crafted 9ct 3 
diamond ring. Accented 

with precious white 
rhodium. 

TDW = 1/4 carat.

9ct  two tone band with 
‘diamond look’ accent. 

Stylish & versatile. 

9ct ‘diamond look’ 
rhodium section  
engraveable band.

9ct gold patterned band has precious 
white rhodium applied to give a two 
tone look.

Our 25 Year Guarantee

10-9604X

Five stunning rows of 
brilliant cut diamonds 

carefully handset in lavish 
9ct gold.

“Desire” -  $1,399“Yesterday, Today &
 Tomorrow” $575

“Hugs & Kisses” $999
“Duo” $515

“Edges” $455

“Zig Zag” $285
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10-9302X

3 brilliant cut diamonds in a 
luxurious 9ct gold band.

“Love” $439

AVAILABLE IN WHITE OR RED GOLD TOO!

10-9370x

10-9733X 10-9072X

10-9238X

Five diamond Tiara enhancer, 
designed to accentuate & 
protect most solitaire styles. 
Crafted in pure 9ct gold

9ct diamond set 
two tone ring on
 beautifully styled band.

Stunning round brilliant 
cut diamond solitaire ring. 
Crafted in solid 9ct gold.

9ct diamond set ribbon ring to suit 
most solitaire styles. Ask us for a 
demonstration of this versatile ring 
design.

Made in Queensland for over 40 years, this Heritage Jewellery Collection is hand crafted using the 
finest gemstones & natural brilliant cut diamonds, free from any enhancements or treatment. The 
pure metal content (375) is clearly marked on each band along with the Makers Mark of the Sun 
and the Kangaroo Head mark of the prestigious Gold & Silversmiths Guild of Australia. With every 
purchase you will also receive a written guarantee card  - direct from the Makers, who believe that 
Australian sourced materials and Australian workmanship are so superior, they guarantee it for 25 
years! 

See original guarantee card for full terms and conditions.

“Eternal Love” $725

“Ripple” $325

“Passion” $800

“Ribbon” $475

Natural brilliant cut 
diamonds carefully 

handset in solid 9ct gold.

10-9371X

“Infinity” $349



11-9920X

16/9964X

14-9604X

14-8024X

Beautiful natural Australian
sapphire & brilliant cut 

diamonds handset in solid 
9ct gold - accented with 
precious white rhodium

GREAT COMBINATION
Bright yellow citrine brings good fortune & success 
whilst amethyst brings peace & calm. In beautiful 9ct 
gold.

Every item in the 
Heritage Jewellery 
Collection has been 

created by members of 
the prestigious Gold 

& Silversmiths Guild 
of Australia - proof 

that you are investing 
in jewellery crafted to 
the highest quality, 

destined to become the 
cherished heirloom of 

tomorrow.

Six brilliant cut diamonds 
hand set amongst rows of
colour matched created 

emeralds• 
Created in beautiful 9ct gold.

9ct yellow gold handset with a 
created emerald. Highlighted 
with precious white rhodium.

“Lesleigh”  $640

“Billabong” $535

“Desire” $999

“Circles” $595

11-9808X

Natural Australian sapphires hand-
set into this vintage inspired 9ct 
gold band. Highlighted with
precious white rhodium.

“London Bridge” $385



WE LOVE TO LAY-BY!
The smart, interest free payment option

12-9010X12-9367X

16-1028X

12/9316X

Gemstones

9ct created ruby ring, features 
a delicate heart motif. Rubies 

represent prosperity & integrity.

Celebrate yesterday, today 
and tomorrow with natural 
rubies and diamonds 
handset in 9ct gold ring.

Vintage inspired Gypsy band 
hand set with colour matched 
natural rubies  accented with 
precious white rhodium

the secret language of
Popularised in the elegant Victorian era (1837-1901) the 
Dearest ring was a very romantic gift where the first letter 
of each gemstone spelt out a cherished endearment. 

Diamond
Emerald•
Amethyst
Ruby, 
Emerald•
Sapphire
Topaz. 

Our exclusive design features “Dearest” delicately carved into the solid 9ct gold band.

“Secret Heart” $440
“Gypsy” $440

“Dearest” $450 
also in bright white gold

or the warmth of pink gold

“Trilogy” $445

12-9108X

Natural brilliant cut diamond 
set hearts embrace a rich created 

ruby•. All set in 9ct gold.

“Twilight”  $425
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19-9232X

19-9358X

19-9226X19-9200X

19-9230X

19-9352X

19-0904X

All our precious metals are sourced from refined metals, 
rather than newly mined. Helping the environment by using 
refined materials sourced from recycled materials doesn’t have 
any compromise on quality or finish - and that’s why we offer 

our unique 25 year written guarantee. 

The wonder of ancient celtic 
knot work in solid 9ct gold.

Designed to reflect the 
bonds of family & friends.

9ct ‘diamond look’ 
two tone heart 
ring. 

Horses traditionally 
represent strength and 
grace. Carefully crafted 
in 9ct.

“Horses” $269

Intricate and detailed this 
freeform filligree ring is 

crafted in 9ct gold.

“Calligraphy” $375

The fluid movement of the 
sea captured in polished 
9ct gold.

“Oceans” $399

Opulent and luxurious, this 
adjustable band of 9ct gold is  
beautifully crafted, and makes 
a great investment piece
“Balance” $960

The symbol of transformation, 
butterflies count not months 
- but moments. Created in 9ct.

“Dara” $315

19-9984X

Our exclusive design.
Intaglio frangipani design 
blooms in solid 9ct gold.

“Frangipani” $499

 “Butterfly” $235

19-9842X

Ivy is the eternal symbol 
of Joy, + Friendship. 
Skillfully designed in 

9ct gold.

“Ivy” $289

“Love Hearts” $250



9ct “Claddagh” ring.
“With these hands I give you 
my heart and crown it with 

my loyalty”
“Claddagh” $335

19-9840X

19-9864X 19-9310X

19-9014X
19-9806X

19-9204X

Precious white rhodium 
accents this intricate band of 
9ct gold.

Delightfully quirky our Tree 
Frog ring hugs the finger. 
Crafted in pure 9ct gold.

The understated elegance 
of pure 9ct gold in this 
design is timeless.

Lush rivulets of 9ct gold 
hand polished to a 

magnificent mirror finish.

“Rivers” $395

Rich waves of 9ct gold  cascade 
down the finger, giving an 
elegant look.
“Harmony” $599

“Tree Frog” $369

“Russian” $570

 “Inca” $440

19-9018X 19-9824X

19-9206X

9ct gold ring. 
The extra long 
length of this 
design makes a 
strong fashion 
statement. 

3 lucky elephants represent 
good health, good luck and 

prosperity in a 9ct gold ring

This 9ct gold band is
carefully hand polished  to 
catch and reflect the light.

“Flame” 
$660

“Elephants” $475“Shimmer” $355



WE LOVE TO LAY-BY!
The smart, interest free payment option

HERITAGE
JEWELLERY COLLECTION

9-9904X

Very feminine 
cushion cut Jacaranda 

cubic zirconia hand 
set in solid 9ct gold.

“Jacaranda” $465

“Mystique” $545

Natural amethyst 
handset into intricate 9ct 
gold filligree. Accented 
with white rhodium.

18-8030X23-9016X

Prices listed are for standard goods as shown. You may incur additional costs for modifications, including different sizes, different gold colours and/or 
carats. We reserve the right to correct any printing errors. TDW = Total Diamond Weight. • indicates created gemstones which are labroratory grown 
crystals which display the same characteristics as naturally sourced stones. 25 year guarantee does not cover damage caused through natural 
attrition, wear and tear, incorrect usage or modifications carried out by a third party. Heritage® the registered trademark 1395721 of Sunstate Jewellers 
ABN 32 137 621 339.

Beautiful apple green 
natural peridot in a 

modern 9ct gold design.
“Verde” $525

27-9020X

Iolite is believed to 
improve intuition and 
aid spiritual growth. 9ct 
natural iolite two tone 
ring.
“Romance” $540

19-9984X

Our exclusive design.
Intaglio frangipani design 
blooms in solid 9ct gold.
“Frangipani” $499


